SCHEDULING CHANGE:

Construction Update & Traffic Impacts (week of May 3-7)

Due to anticipated weather, paving operations have been moved to Tuesday, May 4. On
Monday, May 3 construction activity on West Ave. & west 3rd St. remains in the current
configuration with two-lanes of traffic on West Ave.

Work on Tuesday, May 4
Beginning at 7:30 a.m. on Tuesday, West Ave at 3rd St. will be one lane of traffic. This traffic
configuration will stay in place while the project team mills the intersection of West Ave. in
preparation for paving.
The Centennial Bridge will be paved on the morning of Tuesday, May 4 and opened to traffic
midday before West Ave. closes down for paving.
Once Centennial Bridge is open, West Ave. at 3rd St. will be fully closed to pave.
West Ave. will fully open to traffic at the end of the day Tuesday. Once paving is completed,
Centennial Bridge will close again Tuesday evening and stay closed Wednesday, Thursday and
Friday until guardrail is installed.
Preferred travel routes on Tuesday while West Ave. is closed is Whiteriver and East Ave. to
access local business and east Rifle.
Access for CO 13 & north Rifle is Centennial Bridge.
On the evening of Friday, May 7 Centennial Bridge is anticipated to reopen fully once guardrail
is complete.
Phase One (West 3rd):
●
●
●
●

Work continues with wall pours and last of curb and gutter
Pour concrete parking on west end
Pour Concrete Roadway
First half open to traffic and parking by May 7th

Concrete forms on the corner of West 3rd Street and Railroad on the northside. Conceptual rendering above.

Phase Two (Railroad 2nd to 3rd):
●
●
●
●

Week of 5/3/21 waterline tie in services
Begin lighting and irrigation
Replace Sidewalk on West Side
Estimated Completion End of May

Phase Three:
●

Begin Waterline week of May 3rd and progress as follows:
East 3rd St while access from East Avenue will remain open. West Third Street will move closer to
completion (apx. 1 week)

Step Two: West third is complete and waterline services are installed on half of E 3rd (apx. 1
week)

Step Three: The water Services on the first half of East 3rd will be backfilled and temporary
surfaces will be restored to allow parking while waterline is installed in the second half, the
waterline will then be tested and services will be tied in. Directly behind services will be
demolition and restoration of sidewalks and roadway (apx. 4 weeks)

Step Four: With the restoration of the East half of East 3rd, services will begin tie ins on the first
half of E 3rd During this time the intersection of Railroad and Third will be poured (apx 3 weeks)

Step Five: Third and Railroad will be open while work continues on Railroad from 3rd to 5th

Anticipate East Third completion by July
Phase Four:
●
●
●

Begin storm sewer mid-May which will take 3-4 weeks
Begin sidewalk demo mid May
Complete end of July

To: The Rifle Community
From: Grand River Health
Grand River Health and FCI Constructors want to give the community an update on the construction
at the Care Center. We demolished the old E. Dene Moore Care Center earlier this month, and are in
the process of hauling away the debris from the old building This will be followed by bringing back
11,000 square yards of dirt to fill in around the new site and level for the future parking lot. Due to
the extensive hauling that is occurring during this time, Hospital Hill Rd. will remain closed as a
safety measure until completion of the project. FCI anticipates beginning the paving project of the
extension of 3rd St. /Hospital Hill Road in mid- July with the road opening in mid to late August
(dependent on weather conditions.) We understand the frustration many drivers in Rifle are
experiencing at this time, due to multiple construction projects. However, we feel strongly that
opening Hospital Hill Road at this time, with dozens of truck trip crossings per day, would cause
further delays for the drivers and be a huge safety issue for our community and the residents in the
area. We appreciate the strong partnership with the City of Rifle and FCI and will work as quickly as
possible to open the new 3rd St./Hospital Hill road as soon as possible. Thank you in advance for
your incredible patience and understanding.

